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57 ABSTRACT 
A credit card system for providing verification of au 
thority of a credit card bearer to use the credit card for 
a credit transaction. Initial authorization of card use is 
given to the authorized user upon selection by the user 
of one of a set of supplemental characters appearing on 
the card as the authorized user's private identifier. Pre 
sentation of the card at a point of sale initiates a check 
of this private identifier against a supplemental charac 
ter identified by the presenter of the card as his/her 
private identifier. 

10 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING AUTHORIZED USE 
OF CREDIT CARDS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a system for identify 

ing a presenter of a credit card for a credit transaction 
as an authorized user of the credit card. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Credit cards have proved fertile ground for fraud and 

theft. The interest of the financial industry in maintain 
ing a credit card system which is both streamlined and 
easy to use is threatened by the overriding interest of 
maintaining security. The ease with which thieves ob 
tain all information necessary for fraudulent use of a 
credit card directly from the face of the credit card or 
from discarded invoices, portions of the credit slip, or 
carbon papers torn from credit slips has repeatedly 
compromised security. 
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A number of examples attempted solutions to the 
problem of credit card fraud appear in the prior art. For 
example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,643,453 issued to Shapiro et al. 
and entitled CREDIT CARD SECURITY SYSTEMS 
proposes the use of auxiliary character markings corre 
sponding to months of the year for which the card is 
valid. The bank upon receipt of the bank copy of the 
invoice will accept the invoice for payment only if it 
contains proper auxiliary markings for the date of use of 
the card. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,626,669 entitled INTERCEPT SYS 
TEM FOR INTERCEPTING STOLEN, LOST 
AND FRAUDULENT CARDS requires the card to 
have a permanently recorded electromagnetically read 
able tape laminated onto the card body. The visibly 
readable portions of the card must match numbers de 
rived from machine readable codes recorded on the 
magnetic tape. The magnetic tape may also include a 
code to generate an identification number which must 
be memorized by the cardholder and which does not 
appear on the face of the card. 

Similarly, U.S. Pat. No. 4,105,156 issued to Dethloff 
and entitled IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM SAFE 
GUARDED AGAINST MISUSE teaches the inclu 
sion of an integrated circuit on an identification card for 
storing a secret number, which a user must remember to 
verify that he is the authorized user of the card. 
Other patents, particularly U.S. Pat. No. 3,972,138 

issued to Armbruster et al. entitled CREDIT CARD; 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,713,235 issued to Roberts et al. entitled 
COMBINATION CREDIT CARD; U.S. Pat. No. 
3,624,938 issued to Richard entitled FOOLPROOF 
CREDIT CARD; and U.S. Pat. No. 3,399,473 issued to 
Jaffe entitled COMBINATION CREDIT CARD dis 
close a variety of mechanical adaptions of credit cards 
whereby a user may indicate his personal secret code or 
authorization. 

Additionally, simplification for use and improved 
reliability of remote terminals for central data process 
ing systems have provided a backdrop for verification 
of authority to cash checks as taught in such disclosures 
as U.S. Pat. No. 4,187,498 issued to Creekmore. 
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2 
However, employment of such improved communi 

cations to provide an authorized user of a credit card 
with both quick verification of his/her authority has not 
been provided. Such a system would additionally allow 
the authorized user to quickly change indicia of his/her 
authority. A key to such an improvement is provided by . 
allowing the cardholder a secret identifier as his/her 
authority and by providing for his/her changing that 
symbol to maintain its secrecy. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION, 
The present invention employs no conceptual ele 

ments which are not already a part of the credit card 
system. Accordingly, the security system of the present 
invention employs credit cards, but modified in accor 
dance with the invention, conventional credit card pur 
chase invoices or charge slips and a modified account 
data file for each issued credit card. 
The modified credit card of the present invention is 

issued to a potentially authorized user. However, before 
use of the card, the potential user must provide the 
credit card issuer with a letter or character for inclusion 
in his account data file. The selected letter or character 
will remain in the file and must be provided by the user 
upon presentation of the card for use in a credit transac 
tion. 
The authorized user of the card will select the letter 

or character from a set of supplemental characters 
which are embossed into the card. One character will be 
provided corresponding to each digit of the account 
number appearing on the card. The supplemental char 
acters will be disposed on the cards in such a way as to 
indicate each character's corresponding digit in the 
account number. 
When the credit card is presented to a merchant for 

use in a purchase, the merchant will request that the 
presenter identify a character from the supplemental set 
to conform the presenter's authority to use the card. 
One way of doing this will be for the merchant to pro 
cess the card invoice using the credit card to imprint 
both the account number and the supplemental set of 
characters onto the invoice. The cardholder will then 
circle or indicate his/her selected letter or character on 
his/her receipt copy of the invoice set. The merchant 
then may relay the account number and the selected 
code character to the card issuer. The card issuer will 
check to see that the information provided corresponds 
to the information in its official record. Where it does, 
the card issuer may authorize use of the card for the 
transaction. 
A cardholder may change the selected code at any 

time by calling the card issuer and identifying selected 
information in his account file such as his/her name, 
address and social security number which are retained 
in the account data file. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a credit card modified in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion: 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are views of conventional credit 
slips used in the system of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of the customer copy of the 
credit slip of FIG. 2 marked by a presenter of a credit 
card to verify his/her authority to use the card; 
FIGS. 4 and 4A schematically depict information 

flows between elements of the present invention and 
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indicate information retained in data files with respect 
to each account file in the system; 
FIG. 5 is a plan view of a back of a credit card show 

ing a magnetic strip and a slip arrangement provided in 
the system of the present invention to modify read-out 
characteristics of the magnetic slip to indicate the pre 
senter's indication of his/her secret code. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 illustrates a credit card 10 which has a front 
face 11. A first set of numeric characters 12 is embossed 
on the front face 11 indicating an account number. Em 
bossed as raised characters in one to one correspon 
dence with the characters of the account number 12 is a 
second set of supplemental characters 14. Second set of 
supplemental characters 14 typically comprise the let 
ters of the alphabet without the letters I or O. Each 
character of the supplemental set 14 is otherwise ran 
domly selected from the English alphabet. A third set of 
embosed raised characters 16 indicates the cardholder's 
name, and a fourth set of embossed characters 18 indi 
cates the expiration date of the credit card. 

FIG. 2A illustrates a conventional credit slip or in 
voice 20, comprising a merchant copy 22, a customer 
copy 24, and a bank copy 26. Credit slip 20 has been 
processed by a clerk of a merchant. Accordingly, an 
impression 32 of account number 12, an impression 34 of 
supplemental character set 34; an impression 36 of name 
set 16; and an impression 38 of the expiration date 18 
appear on the merchant copy, customer copy and bank 
copy of credit slip 20. Credit slip 20 has been marked by 
the clerk to indicate an item purchased and a total 
amount. 

FIG. 2B illustrates an exploded view of credit slip 
showing that credit slip 20 is a layered set of sheets 
including merchant copy 22, a customer copy 24 and 
bank copy 26, which are interleaved with carbon papers 
23 and 25. 

FIG. 3 illustrates customer copy 24 of credit slip 20 
which has been marked by its presenter to indicate a 
characater character in supplemental set 34. A clerk 

processing the transaction may then relay to the card 
issuer the code 3L, that is, the supplemental character 
indicated by the card presenter and its corresponding 
digit in account number 32. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a modification of the system where 
electronic terminals are used to read and automatically 
relay information to the card issuer central data pro 
cessing unit. Credit card 10 comprises a back face 13 on 
which a magnetic tape 40 is fixed. Magnetic tape 40 
includes a code representing the account number as 
well as other information. A slip 42 is provided which 
fits snugly around card 10 and on which is disposed a 
magnetically non-conductive region 44 which blocks 
reading a portion of magnetic strip 40. Slip 42 may be 
disposed on card 10 such that region 44 blocks a portion 
of magnetic tape 40 corresponding to the digit of the 
account number corresponding with the character from 
the supplemental code. This is done by aligning arrow 
46 with the selected character from supplemental char 
acter set 48, or if arrow 46 is disposed on the opposite 
leaf of slip 42, by aligning arrow 46 with the selected 
characters from set 14. Upon reading the code, the 
central data processing unit may resolve the authorized 
user's selected code letter. 
FIG. 4 illustrates the information flows of the system 

of the present invention System 100 comprises a central 
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4 
data processing and file maintenance unit 50, a plurality 
of merchants terminals 58, and a private communca 
tions link 54 between the central processing unit 50 and 
an authorized card user. Private communication link 54 
may be a telephone link between an authorized user and 
the central data processing unit 50, or an employee of . 
the card issuer with access to the central processing unit 
50. Alternatively, private communication link 54 may 
be the mails, private messenger service or personal 
appearance by a user or potential authorized user at the 
offices of card issuer. 

Terminals 58 are present in all merchant establish 
ments which accept credit cards from the card issuer for 
credit transactions. A terminal 58 may be a telephone 
link between a clerk of the merchant and an employee 
of the card issuer, the merchant identifying itself by a 
merchant code number. Alternatively, terminal 58 may 
be a data reception and transmission terminal adapted to 
read information from the cardholder's card and to 
accept input of the secret identification code. Such a 
terminal 58 also will be in communication directly with 
the central data processing unit 50 by a telephone link. 

FIG. 4A illustrates information maintained in an ac 
count data file in the central data processing unit 50. 
Such a file 60 will include the authorized card user's 
name, his/her social security number, an account num 
ber corresponding to the account number appearing on 
the credit card, a secret ID code corresponding with 
the supplemental character selected by the card user 
and its corresponding digit from the account number, 
the supplemental character set appearing on the card, 
the cardholder's address and an account history. 

Operation of the system will now be discussed with 
reference to all of the figures herein. An initial applica 
tion for issuance of a credit card 10 is made by a poten 
tial authorized user over private communications link 
54. At such time the card issuer will request initializing 
identification data from an account data file 60. Such 
information may include, for example, the potential 
user's name, his/her social security number and his/her 
address, as well as other more obscure information 
(such as mother's maiden name) which can be used to 
verify the user's identify. After receipt of such data, the 
card issuer will issue a credit card 10 to the potential 
user over private communication link 54. At such time 
an account number 12 is supplied along with a set of 
supplemental characters 14. Before the card issuer au 
thorizes the use of credit card 10, it will request and 
receive only private communication lines 54 the card 
user's selection of a character from supplemental char 
acter set 14. This information will be retained in ac 
count data file 60 for later use in verifying a card pre 
senter's authority to use credit card 10. Alternatively, a 
supplemental character may be assigned to the user 
upon issuance of the card and authority to use the card 
granted upon issuance. 

Presentation of credit card 10 at a merchant is only 
slightly different than prior modes of presentation. The 
bearer of credit card 10 presents credit card 10 to a 
merchant in conjunction with the purchase of goods or 
services The merchant will process a conventional 
credit slip or invoice 20 by impressing representations 
of the embossed portions of credit card 20 onto credit 
slip 20 and entering a dollar and cents amount of the 
purchase in the appropriate spaces provided on credit 
slip 20. The merchant may then present customer copy 
24 of credit slip 20 to the card bearer whereupon the 
card bearer will indicate on customer copy 24 a charac 
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ter selected from supplemental character set 14 in 
printed onto customer copy 24. Written notation of the 
supplemental character prevents a non-authorized party 
frcm overheating the selected character. The merchant 
will then transmit over terminal 58 the account number 
and the selected character to central processing 50 for 
verification. Central data processing will examine data 
file 60 for the appropriate account to determine 
whether the supplemental character transmitted from 
terminal 58 matches the character stored in account file 
60. Only if they match will central data processing 
approve the transaction. 

Alternative modes of supply the clerk a selected char 
acter may be used depending on the environment or the 
desirability of not marking even customer copy 24. 
As indicated above, if terminal 58 is provided with 

means for electromagnetically reading the magnetic 
strip on credit card 10, communication of the selected 
character may be done without marking of customer 
slip 24. 

Private communications link 54 may be used by an 
authorized user to change his/her selected supplemen 
tal character. An authorized user initiates communica 
tion with central data processing over private commu 
nication link 54 and indicated his/her desire to change 
his/her selected code. Central data processing 50 then 
requests the user identify data in account data file such 
as his/her name, social security number, and address. 
Upon successful identification of such private personal 
information, central data processing allows the autho 
rized user to change his/her selected code and will store 
the current selected code in account data file 60. Ac 
cordingly, an authorized user may change his/her se 
lected code, for example, after every use of credit card 
0. 
The present invention provides for streamlined, quick 

and yet highly private method for verifying authority of 
a card presenter for use of that card. Private communi 
cation links also offer a convenient means for the dili 
gent card user to protect himself/herself and the se 
crecy of his/her personal code from the use of unautho 
rized individuals. 
Although the present invention has been described 

with reference to preferred embodiments, workers 
skilled in the art will recognize that changes may be 
made in form and detail without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for indicating a bearer of a credit card as 

its authorized cardholder, the system comprising: 
a plurality of credit cards issued to cardholders, each 

credit card being embossed with having a first 
set of raised characters indicating an account 
number and having a supplemental set of raised 
characters which have a one to one correspon 
dence with each digit character of the account 
number; 

an account data file for each account number com 
prising identification data with respect to a card 
holder, the identification data being also known or 
determinable by the cardholder, the account num 
ber, a cardholder identification code comprising 
the account number, a character selected by the 
cardholder from the set of supplemental characters 
and the digit character in the account number 
corresponding to the selected character; and 

means for matching the account number appearing on 
a presented credit card with its respective account 
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6 
data file and for comparing a supplemental charac 
ter identified from the presented credit card by the 
bearer with the selected supplemental character 
appearing in the cardholder identification code; 

whereby a match indicates the bearer as being the 
cardholder and lack of a match indicates the bearer 
is not the cardholder. 

2. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein the 
matching and comparing means further comprises: 

data processing means for maintaining the plurality of 
account data files, for calling account data files in 
response to input of cardholder, account numbers, 
for determining matches between a supplemental 
character identified by the presenter with the se 
lected supplemental character, and for generating 
approval or disapproval indications as a result 
thereof; 

a data terminal at the point of presentation of a credit 
card for relaying credit card generated and pre 
senter generated data to the data processing means 
and for displaying approval or disapproval indica 
tions; and 

a communications link between the data terminal and 
the data processing means. 

3. The system as defined in claim 2, wherein the 
credit card comprises: 

raised characters indicating a name of the card 
holder; 
raised characters indicating the expiration date of 
the card; and 

a machine-readable representation of the cardholder 
account number. 

4. The system as defined in claim 3, wherein the data 
terminal further comprises means for reading and trans 
mitting the machine-readable representation of the 
cardholder account number. 

5. The system as defined in claim 4, further compris 
ing sleeve means adapted to be fitted over the credit 
card to alter the machine readout of its respective ac 
count number to indicate the digit character corre 
sponding to a supplemental character identified by the 
presenter. 

6. The system as defined in claim 2, the system further 
comprising: 
means for changing the selected supplemental char 

acter in the account data file at the behest of the 
cardholder upon identification by the cardholder 
of selected data in the account data file. 

7. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein the set of 
supplemental characters is selected at random from a set 
of characters. 

8. The system as defined in claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

a charge slip having a plurality of sheets which can be 
marked by the raised characters of a credit 
card, any one of which sheets can be separately 
marked upon by the credit card bearer to identify a 
supplemental character. 

9. A method of verifying a bearer of a credit card as 
its authorized user, the method comprising the steps of: 

issuing a credit card to an authorized user, en 
bossed with having a first set of raised charac 
ters indicating an account number and a second set 
of raised supplemental characters, each of the 
supplemental characters being in one to one corre 
spondence with a particular digit character of 
the account number; 
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requiring the authorized user to select at least a first 
supplemental character from the second set of 
raised characters before the allowing the credit 

card to be used for credit transactions; 
retaining in an account data file for each issued credit 

card, identification data with respect to the autho 
rized user, the account number and a user identifi 
cation number formed from the account number, 
the selected supplemental character and the corre 
sponding digit character supplemental character 
from the account number; 

employing the credit card to print the account num 
ber and the supplemental characters or on a 
charge slip including at least a customer copy of 
the charge slip; 

matching the account number appearing upon the 
credit card with its respective account number file 
upon presentation of the credit card for use; 

having the bearer of the presented card mark 
indicate a supplemental character on the cus 
tomer copy of the charge slip 
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8 
comparing the marked indicated supplemental 

character to the selected supplemental character in 
the account data file; and 

approving the transaction if and only if the indicated 
supplemental character matches the identified sup 
plemental character. 

10. A credit card system which comprises: 
a credit card with a pair of primarily flat faces; 
a first set of raised characters on the first face of 

the credit card indicating an account identification 
code; 

a machine-readable representation of the characters 
of the account identification code; 

a supplemental set of raised characters on the 
credit card, each character of the supplemental set 
having a correspondence to a different first set 
character; and 

a sleeve fitted over the credit card to alter the ma 
chine-readable representation of the cardholder 
account code upon alignment of the sleeve with a 
character from supplemental set character identi 
fied by a bearer of the credit card. 
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